The Husky Herald

The student-run print and digital newspaper at UWB!
About The Husky Herald

**STUDENT-RUN ONLINE AND PRINT NEWSPAPER**
Dedicated to the University of Washington Bothell's student body community

**OUR PURPOSE...**
Write and distribute captivating, informative and lively news article, showcase student art, opinion pieces, photography, and more!

**WHAT WE PROVIDE...**
We provide student with writing and publication opportunities through the print newspaper edition and our website.
Our Part Under "SEA"

STUDENT MEDIA ORGANIZATION
WITH UWAVE AND CLAMOR

"Student Engagement and Activities constructs environments where students can co-create learning experiences with their peers and supports students as they navigate co-curricular education opportunities to clarify their identities, purpose, and sense of belonging on campus."
Why join the Husky Herald?

Learn new skills in leadership, journalism ethics, reporting, digital creativity, time management, team work, editing, and research!
STUDENT REPORTERS AND WRITERS

Leadership role that includes providing unique UWB content, such as news reports, reviews and special features.

STUDENT DIGITAL DESIGNERS

Leadership role that works with the Editor-in-Chief to maintain the website, social media, and creates marketing fliers for the Husky Herald.

STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHERS AND ARTISTS

Leadership role that focuses on making sure the paper is full of high quality photos that link to each article or piece.

STUDENT COPY EDITORS

Leadership role that works with the editors in editing pieces that come from other contributors, giving constructive feedback and suggestions.
Contributor Examples

**ARTICLES**
Academic Map article by Madeleine Jenness.

**OPINION PIECES**
"Inside a Black Muslim's Journey" by Nura Abdi.

**PUZZLES**
Seong Nam and Tema Woods took this Spot Stu picture.
Contributor Examples, continued

**MARKETING POSTERS**
HH recruiting poster by Danielle Chi.

**ART & PHOTOGRAPHY**
Ichiro ry by Violet Leblanc Dahlstrom.

**POETRY & RECIPES**
Nicole Carter shared her spaghetti recipe.
Any form of contribution looks great on your resume. The skills you can learn and practice depend on the type of contribution you partake in.

You can also include the title of ‘published contributor’ to your resume.
How Do I Submit Something?

**PRESENCE WEBSITE**
Visit the new club and organization website Presence!

[UWB.PRESENCE.IO](UWB.PRESENCE.IO)

**PERSONAL RELEASE FORM**
Sign this to give us permission to publish your piece

**CONTRIBUTOR SUBMISSION FORM**
Submit your work under this form!
Visit our Website! thehuskyherald.com
Questions?

EMAIL
uwbhh@uw.edu

FACEBOOK
facebook.com/TheHuskyHerald

TWITTER
@HuskyHeraldUWB

INSTAGRAM
@husky_herald

VISIT OUR WEBSITE!

thehuskyherald.com